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Those were the days - By the long road
I first went to the Soviet Union in 1972, on a train, in a “coupé” with four bunks, a space
above the corridor for luggage, basic toilet facilities and hot water available from the
conductor. We glimpsed wooden villages in clearings in the forest and the journey was
measured in days rather than hours. We had to show our passports to board the train. Does
this sound familiar to those of you who’ve taken part in the Perm exchange as I did recently?
But there the similarities stop. Then we sometimes looked out when the train stopped to see
lines of troops on each side. We could not buy train tickets beyond the city limits, although
were free to wander in the city where we were staying.
Then we met only our teachers and hand-picked student members of Komsomol. People were
cautious about speaking to foreigners. In the hotel, Soviet citizens and foreigners were
allocated rooms in separate areas and expected to use different restaurants and bars. In the
unlikely event of being invited to a Russian’s room, you had to keep silent unless on the
balcony. The radios in each room were said to contain listening devices. I didn’t believe this
until I met a Czech citizen a few years later who assured me it was true, because he’d helped
to remove the wires from a Czech hotel after the Prague Spring.
Strangers would approach you surreptitiously on the street to ask to buy foreign currency or
the jeans you were wearing. They wanted the currency to spend in the Beriozka shops, which
sold souvenirs and shortage goods for foreign currency only. It was said that if you were
tempted and were caught, you would never get a visa to visit the Soviet Union again.
No foreigner could visit, let alone stay with, a Russian family, and the majority of students of
Russian could only go to the USSR for a single month on a language course. I knew one girl
who won a British Council scholarship to spend a year there. She lived illegally with a family
and had to claim to come from a small town in the far north to explain her accent. She
travelled to different cities with her friend, seeking out “shortage” ladies’ underwear in each
new place.
The Russians would sing group songs, as they still do – we could only produce a
half-hearted rendering of “Those were the days”, which we were surprised to find originated
as “)@D@(@6 *:4>>@`” (“By the long road”). Since my first visit, I’ve been back to Russia
several times, but never until now achieved my ambition to stay with a Russian family in a
city far away from the capital. Hence my request to join the Perm exchange, which fulfilled all
expectations.
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I was impressed by the openness of today’s Russians and their readiness to talk about
controversial parts of Russian history and express their hopes and fears for the future. But I
hadn’t expected middle-aged people to be surprised at the foreigner’s experience of visiting
the USSR, even though they had spent much of their lives in a closed city. Nor had I
expected the young students to react to my traveller’s tales in the same way as their
contemporaries in Britain, with surprise bordering on disbelief.
Heather Haslett

Membership notices:
If you are not at present receiving emails from the association and you have an email address
please email the Membership Secretary Daniel Scharf at: pause.forthought@googlemail.com
Newsletter articles, book reviews, letters are always welcome. The submission deadline for
the summer issue is end of May but it greatly assists planning if you let the editor know as
soon as possible if you plan to submit an item or to discuss an idea you may have:
contact David Roulston: djrouls@btinternet.com
The web site www.oxfordperm-assoc.org has been extended to include a section on Karen
Hewitt’s contributions to publishing in Russia. If members have any comments or suggestions
regarding the web site please contact David Roulston at: djrouls@btinternet.com.

Oxford Perm Association AGM
This year the AGM will be held at 6 Rawlinson Road,Oxford, OX2 6UE
on Wednesday, 20th February 2013 at 6pm.
There will be food and drinks followed by a short formal AGM to elect your new
committee.
After the formal business Karen Hewitt will give an illustrated talk on her experiences
from her recent visits to Russia beyond Perm.
Parking is available on Rawlinson Road. Use any number 2 bus - the nearest stop is
St Margarets Road.
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News from other links
Oxford-Leiden Link
The Oxford-Leiden Link entertained a small party from Leiden, including the Burgomaster,
Henri Lenferink, over the Remembrance weekend in November. The first event in 2013 is a
Burns' Night supper at Oxford Indoor Bowls Club in Sandy Lane on Friday, 25th January, 7
for 7.30pm. Members of other links are welcome - call Marilyn Ward on 01235 812421.

Study visit from Perm, September 30 - October 03
It was our first trip to the UK but we were a little bit prepared for it – both of us had read a
lot about Britain and British traditions. But Oxford did impress us despite our preparations. It
is a medieval town but very dynamic and vibrant thanks to the University and its students. We
were in Oxford during the fresher’s week and we can only guess how many young people are
there when the term begins. During a 10-minute walk along the High my ear caught about 12
different languages. When speaking with Martin Tudge from the City Council it was
interesting to hear that he missed this diversity when he lived in the Czech Republic for a
couple of years.
Our program was quite balanced – we had a number of meetings in the Town Hall, visited
the Pegasus Theatre, the Old Fire Station and several Community Centres. We talked a lot on
how to maintain the Centres and how to divide responsibilities between City Council and
Community Associations. In Perm the situation is different – there are no Community
Associations that run centres, and there are almost no opportunities to lease rooms in
Community centres and to raise money. Now a new concept on Community centres is being
discussed, and our trip to Oxford helped us find more arguments concerning maintenance of
community centres in Perm. We shared the experience we gained with our colleagues in the
City Council, Perm City District Administrations, the Perm Oxford Association. There will be
an article about our trip to Oxford and Oxford community centres in “Pyatnitsa” (Perm local
newspaper).
During this trip some stereotypes about British people were broken – they are neither
arrogant nor snobbish but VERY hospitable and friendly. When we were on a bus from
Heathrow airport to Oxford our phone rang and we heard – “Welcome to Oxford! What
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would you like to have for lunch?” It was Mari Prichard, one of the organisers of our visit.
She helped us a lot and in her house we always felt at ease. And our host families were
always open, smiling and helpful.
But some stereotypes have proved right – the British do speak a lot about weather, drink a
lot of tea with milk and in houses of our host families there are no mixer taps!
We were lucky to have supper in Falkland Arms pub in Great Tew village – the houses were
fabulous, sheep looked like fluffy clouds and the pub was great. It was a surprise to see a
risotto on the menu of the 16th century English pub but the risotto was delicious!
Natalia Nefedova,
International Relations Department, Perm City Council

Book reviews
Just Send Me Word: A True Story of Love and Survival in the Gulag
Orlando Figes
Publ: Allen Lane, London: 2012
This book records the extraordinary love story of Lev Mishchenko and Svetlana Ivanova
during the period in which Lev was held in Perchora, one of Stalin’s notorious labour camps
in the far north of Russia.
Lev was sentenced to death, later commuted to 10 years imprisonment in the Pechora Labour
Camp on 19th November 1945. He was mistakenly believed to have been spying for the
Germans and was tricked into signing an admission of guilt. Lev and Svetlana had lost
contact during the Second World War and Svetlana believed it was likely that Lev was dead.
Once in the camp, Lev initially decided not to try and contact Svetlana as she might be
married to someone else, and a letter from him might endanger her in some way. But
something made him change his mind and he wrote, not directly to Svetlana but to her Aunt
Olga, and this contact began their correspondence. The first letter was from Svetlana in July
1946, and the last from Lev in July 1954.
In some ways what is remarkable about their letters is not dramatic events, but that they
record the everyday detail of Lev’s life in the camp, and Svetlana’s in Moscow. For Lev the
main hardship was the unpredictability of everyday life. He writes: ‘the hardest thing for us
to bear is not the material hardship at all. It’s two other things – the lack of contact with the
outside world, and the fact that changes in our personal situation can happen any time and
unexpectedly. We have no idea what will happen tomorrow, or even in the next hour. Your
official status can change, or you can be set elsewhere any minute for the most trivial reason,
and sometimes for no reason at all’. Svetlana wrote about the Mayday procession in Red
Square that had to be brought to an end because of the rain. ‘I walked home in water up to
my ankles (my shoes are still not completely dry). People were laughing that the toe holes in
their sandals were to let the water out.’
What is unique about this account is that it was written at the time it happened. While there
are many accounts of life in the Gulag, they are based on reflection, on memory, whereas
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these are contemporaneous. Moreover as they wrote the letters, Lev and Svetlana did not
know what their future would be and whether it would be together.
It is a significant book, setting as it does a very personal account against the backdrop of the
Gulag and of critical events of our time.
Susan Gregory

Last Tsar Emperor Michael II
Donald Crawford,
Publ. Murray McLellan, Edinburgh, 2012.
This book contains much material from an earlier work ‘Michael and Natasha’ published in
1997 and reviewed by Vladislav Krasnov in our Perm Newsletter October 2008. The new
book is considerably shorter, more focused on Michael. It starts with interesting details of
Michael’s and Natasha’s backgrounds and describes how in 1912 they managed to avoid the
Okhrana to have a secret marriage in Vienna; then their exile from Gatchina in Russia, living
in England at Knebworth House near Stevenage until war broke out in 1914 when they
returned to Russia. Joining the army, Michael led a top division of horsemen in the Caucasus,
and was awarded Russia’s top award for gallantry.
The chapters covering the events of March 1917 make fascinating reading and are written
mainly as they affected Michael and of course his brother Nicholas. From his temporary
apartment on Millionnaya Street in St Petersburg, with his brother Nicholas stuck on trains
between his military headquarters at Mogilev, Pskov (from where he could communicate with
St Petersburg) and Tsarskoe Selo, the sequence of events evolves with a proposed manifesto
(which could stop the revolution) coming too late, and demands from the people and the
Duma for the abdication of Nicholas in favour of the Tsar’s young son, with Michael as
Regent. Within 24 hours Nicholas had changed his views (not to be separated from his son)
and offered his abdication in favour of Michael as Emperor. This was opposed by the ever
more powerful Soviet; Kerensky visited Michael in Millionnaya Street to persuade Michael to
abdicate (although this word was not in fact used in the signed document). Crawford’s
description of the meetings is vivid and ends with the signing of a new manifesto by Michael
handing power over to the provisional government until the formation of a democratically
elected Constitutional Assembly expressing the will of the people. The next day 4th March he
returns to Gatchina where he lives with Natasha (in comparative freedom compared to his
brother) until he is arrested in June, finally being exiled by the Bolsheviks to Perm where he
lived before being killed in June 1918 by the Motovilikha Perm Cheka. Natasha returned to
England but eventually died in 1952, a pauper in Paris where she has her grave in Passy.
Crawford’s book is an illuminating and at time moving account of early Russian 20th century
history and a gripping story of one man’s struggles with a rapidly changing system, from being
ruled by a Tsar (or his wife Alexandra and adviser Rasputin) to Kerensky’s government and
overthrow of the evolving constituent assembly signed into place by Michael during his one
day rule.
David Roulston
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December celebrations in Perm of Tsar Michael II
On 4th December last year in Perm there was a significant gathering at the Korolev Rooms, 5
Siberskaya Street, for the celebrations in memory of the birth of Mikhail Alexandrovich
(Romanov) 134 years ago, later in March 1917 to become Tsar Michael II. Present were
students of school No 9 with its principal Natalia Kurdina. It was announced that they will
translate into Russian Donald Crawford’s book “The Last Tsar". Many dignitaries of Perm
were present and a letter from Donald Crawford was presented and read to the assembled
crowd.. The events ended with a concert at the Pushkin Library.
The above was extracted from information kindly provided by George Krasnow.
Details including a video of the event may be found on the following web site:
http://uitv.ru/news/city/2012/12/05/12556/ and also on George Krasnow’s RAGA site:
www.raga.org which is full of much interesting material.
NB: Since all Perm Association Newsletters are posted on the members-only site, it is of
course easy to access any web site links just by clicking on the URL. Ed
David Roulston

A Brief History of a Russian Publishing Adventure
I have been asked to provide for the Perm Newsletter an account of my publishing activities in
Russia. Since I have just closed my company, Perspective Publications, this seems a good time
to reflect on two decades of British cultural efforts in Russia and of Russia’s chaotic
development of business practice.
I founded Perspective Publications in 1990 because it seemed to me that the dream of Western
literature being opened up at last to Soviet citizens was all too rapidly turning into the reality
of massed piles of third-rate thrillers, pornography and books about how to make millions of
dollars. Such was our contribution to Soviet culture.
Not only was this depressing; the confusions of Soviet citizens about ‘the West’ which they
would soon have to confront were all too clear to anyone who spent time quietly discussing
their sense of their society and our sense of ours. I didn’t know anything about publishing, but
I thought the Russians needed and deserved some kind of help. I thought of providing some
little pamphlets of ‘Useful notes for understanding the West’, but there was so much to
explain that I found I was writing a book. The writing of it took the whole of 1991, the final
year of the Soviet Union. By the time it was translated and published (by Perspective
Publications in association with a small Perm publisher, ‘Knizhny Mir’), the readers were those
imaginary readers whom I had been addressing as I wrote it: ex-Soviet citizens. The book was
called Understanding Britain, and, for all its faults, it was perhaps the most useful of all the
books I published. It appeared first in Russian and then in English, and was used, I know, as a
guide to the mysterious capitalist world by Russians from all over the country.
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In 1994, Perspective Publications really took off as an independent company. At the request of
a Russian friend who was teaching English to students on the basis of Galsworthy and
Somerset Maugham, I edited a collection of short stories by contemporary British writers,
Contemporary British Stories. I was – and am – proud of this anthology which includes
stories by Graham Swift, William Trevor, Julian Barnes, Rose Tremain, William Boyd and
seven other notable authors. This book has sold well over ten thousand copies, which is not a
huge number in Russia, but which represents the work of myself and two Russian friends in
editing, proof-reading, designing, arranging for the printing and binding, and then marketing
and posting these books to cities all over Russia. We quickly decided that mail-order was
probably the best method for selling the copies, though some thousands were also sold in
bookshops in Moscow.
The nineties were not a happy or comfortable time in Russian history. On one occasion, when
I was invited to give a presentation of one of the books in Moscow, my host had to back out
because a friend had been murdered that morning. The distress was not mine but that of my
Russian friends and colleagues for whom the experience of random violence was becoming
commonplace. Besides so much casual brutality, young publishing idealists were starting
companies and then going bankrupt as they failed to think about distribution or found
themselves threatened by upstart groups who wanted their premises. And the value of money
was evaporating by the day during two years of near hyper-inflation. One consequence was
that no-one could run legally any business which they tried to establish. The tax system made
nonsense of any efforts to make profits, so everyone was breaking ‘the law’. (It was easier for
me; my real money was in Oxford, and I was risking only small sums at a time, while I
watched Russians descend into real and painful poverty.)
By 1997 we had two more books in print. The first was Understanding British Institutions, a
collection of eleven essays by British specialists on our political system, judicial system, health,
education, voluntary sector, media and so forth. The second was Understanding English
Literature, which was my contribution to the cultural education of Russians who wanted to
read more intimately and closely our wonderful heritage of literature. (Yes, the Soviet
education system did require pupils, and especially university students to read English classics,
but the books were a curious collection that had been selected with little regard for literary
merit and much ideological skewing.)
In that year we also lost our reserves of money in a bank collapse; Russian banks were going
bankrupt almost weekly, and though a mafia man offered to replace the money we decided to
reject his kind offer.
I insisted on an experiment – publishing a fine English novel, Waterland by Graham Swift, in a
translation which we sponsored. The translation won a prize, but foreign fiction in translation
was clearly not our niche as my two Russian fellow directors warned me. We sold very few
copies of the novel, and four years later the translation was pirated by an enterprising publisher
in St Petersburg whose cover artist had clearly never read the book himself. The cover picture
showed a stylised bather on a sunny Mediterranean beach!
Another book which I was proud to offer our readers was A History of Britain 1789-2000 by
Martin Pugh, the English political and social historian. He allowed us to adapt one of his
books which had been written for Italian students, and to add substantial chunks from two or
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three of his other books. Through the Know How Fund, we were able to pay for a translation
into Russian, so this history (the only one of its kind available in Russian for ordinary teachers
and universities) was published in both languages.
During the early years of this century, as political and social stability was restored and as
economic order in businesses began to emerge out of chaos, we published A New Book of
Contemporary Short Stories, and my favourite of all the books, An Anthology of
Contemporary English Poetry. The poetry anthology included beautiful illustrations and an
immensely detailed commentary in Russian; my Russian co-editor and I spent years analysing
and arguing about each poem; each poem became precious.
Finally I turned back to my first publication. Understanding Britain (1992) had been written
specifically for new Russian, recently ex-Soviet readers. The book had once been useful, but
by 2006 typical readers (university students of English and of British culture) were of a postSoviet generation, living in a completely different world. So my book was hopelessly out of
date. By now there were plenty of illustrated books using simple texts about ‘Britain and its
Peoples’ for those who were studying English as a foreign language. But we, the British, still
did not seem to be providing books for intelligent Russian readers which explained and
analysed our society, using Russian society as a standard of comparison. For example, after
long discussions with people in Perm and elsewhere, I found it necessary to write a chapter
examining British housing policy while thinking about the world of municipal-flats-becomepartly-privatised-flats-with-mortgages-just-emerging that is reality for Russians. For me it was
a fascinating exercise, and I was able to complete the new book, Understanding Britain Today
at the end of 2009.
By 2012 it was clear that if I devoted myself to writing and editing, publishing and marketing
our Perspective Publications books, I could make a commercial success of the company. But
by this time I was co-directing a big project on contemporary English literature in Russian
universities. I had to make choices, and as I looked round the increasingly well-stocked
Russian bookshops, and assessed an increasingly prosperous Russian readership, I realised that
Perspective Publications was no longer needed in the same way. The whole adventure had
been a sort of surprise, something I had stumbled into, just as so many Russians had stumbled
into unexpected and precarious exploits over these surprising twenty years. I decided to close
the company. Some books remain, and are being sold off. When I pick up a copy of each of
the dozen titles we have published, I smile, remembering how we thought of each of them as a
small revolution. And even if they were not as revolutionary as we dreamed, they were useful
and enjoyable – which was always part of the dream.
Karen Hewitt
Note: The History of the Association on the web site under Academic Links has been
extended with a link describing Karen Hewitt’s publishing contributions with further details of
her books Ed.
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‘Searching for a Face’ The Old Fire Station Gallery September 2012;
An exhibition by Inna Rogova & Natalya Korchemkina from Perm
Diana met Inna & Natalya in Oxford in 2011 and decided to organise an exhibition for them.
When Marie and Diana were invited to Perm for the White Nights Festival they visited the
ceramic studio and were able to see the work that Inna and Natalya are making. The problem
of course is transporting the work and therefore Inna and Natalya suggested they come for a
residency and make the work in Oxford. Marie kindly allowed her studio and kiln at
Magdalen Road Studios to be used for the residency and Diana hosted them at her house.
They are both very professional artists and we were confident that they would produce an
interesting exhibition. Time was very short but they worked extremely hard and made some
large pieces. We managed to get everything fired on time with some help from Anna Lever at
Sunningwell School of Art. The Private View was opened by the Mayor of Oxford and was
well attended. The talk about their work was also very interesting.
Then at last we had a few days to relax and we took our visitors to Avebury and then to
Waddesden which was fun for us all. They spent time visiting Oxford, particularly the
Ashmolean Museum and getting to know some of the Perm committee.
Now we feel like friends and look forward to continuing projects in the future.
Diana Bell and Marie Darkins

Autumn Exhibition in Oxford.
Natalya Korchemkina and I spent this September in England. Our ceramic exhibition was
arranged in Oxford as part of a cultural exchange between the twin cities.
The Indian summer was wonderful: sunny, warm with no sign of “misty Albion” to be seen.
The island spread before us as a huge green lawn with countless peacefully grazing white
sheep. Sometimes goats. Rarer – cows, or horses, or llamas. Wicker fences or hedgerows
separated pastures from one another. Stately oaks overshadowed their secular immutability.
Turning off the motorway, you find yourself in a cozy beautiful town or village which
stubbornly keep their ancient look. In the construction of buildings they often use flint – a very
solid gray- white - black stone from the local chalk hills. And it looks beautiful. Nice are the
white houses with dark thatched roofs. Old churches tell one about their age by silence of
moss-covered stones, and only the lush greenery and the last bright autumn flowers bring them
back to the present. They are empty inside. Majestic arches and colourful stained-glass
windows, stone sculptures and wooden carvings - all have been at rest and invariance for ages.
From time to time the rural landscape is broken by a major industrial metropolis. Its approach
is announced in advance by typical long blocks of low-rise buildings which stretch along a
road, by grey boxes of warehouses and shopping areas, and busier traffic. And only in the city
center you find out what city it is and what interesting there is about it.
But Oxford opens up immediately. Its spires are visible from afar. There seems to be no
suburbs. The city is small and compact. Dynamic and modern, it has a pearl in its shell – the
ancient collection of colleges with a library, a theater and a cathedral in its heart. It is amazing
that with just a few steps, you get from a busy street to almost deserted academic quarters. It
seems there is a sign with a request for silence. There is a feeling of respect for knowledge students from all over the world study there and scientists and scholars work on global issues.
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You can spot them immediately: according to the tradition, they wear caps and gowns.
It is impossible for a mere mortal to get inside the colleges. But we were lucky enough to
make friends with Andrew who was our guide in the inner sanctum of Oxford academic
community. With his university club card we gained access not only to the quads, chapels, the
library, but even to the dining room, which featured in the Harry Potter films.
This combination of modern life and conservatism is a known feature of the English culture.
The British honour their traditions in both big and small things. There are laws which are
centuries-old and everyday habits which are no less stable. It seems neither fashion nor
conveniences can change them. It has long been known from the books, for example, that in
English houses there are no mixer taps for hot and cold water, the water is mixed in a sink. I
knew that but was surprised anyway - it's inconvenient? One needs time to get used to this - as
well as to the right driving – for us it is strange but for them – ordinary.
As ordinary as a free entry to most major museums – for all, visitors to the country and
residents alike! As ordinary as a backyard or garden for each house. As five-o’clock tea. As
volunteering when without high words and personal gain people do something socially useful:
taking care of animals or arranging a dinner for visitors
from twin cities, giving a tour of the city or painting
podiums for artists, or minding an exhibition at the
gallery for a few hours…
British goodwill and friendliness conquer at once and
for ever. We met so many people who were ready to do
us a favour, to facilitate, to lend a hand. Without them
we would not have been able to prepare the exhibition
in the record-breaking time. It so happened that we had
only one week, or more precisely, only eight days, for
moulding, drying, painting and firing ceramic pieces. On
the ninth day the exhibition opened. And then there was
also a meeting with the audience (the Talk), at which
we were asked about everything - about Russia, Perm,
the Perm animal style, art and about our lives. We thank
them all. And especially - Diana Bell, Marie Darkins,
John Grundy, Mari Prichard, Simon Murison-Bowie.
Inna Rogova
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